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ABSTRACT
A variety of studies using educational data traced from LMS has
been conducted to predict students’ performance. However,
because of the complexity in its implementation, it is still
challenging to predict students’ learning achievement in blended
learning environment. As an exploratory study, we selected two
types of blended learning classes and compared their prediction
models. While the first blended learning class which involves
online discussion-based learning revealed a linear regression model,
the second case, which was a lecture based blended learning class
providing regular base online lecture notes in Moodle, did not
present a linear regression model. After that, to examine the
important variables of each class, RF (random forest) method was
utilized. The results indicated different important variables in two
cases. We concluded that the prediction models and data-mining
technique should be based on the considerations of diverse
pedagogical characteristics in blended learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The use of learning management system (LMS) has grown
exponentially. LMS offers a great variety of channels and
workspaces to facilitate information sharing and communication
among participants, to let educators distribute information to
students, produce content materials, prepare assignments and tests,
engage in discussions, manage distance classes and enable
collaborative learning with forums, chats, file storage areas, news
services, etc. [1]. Further, the large amount of students’ behavioral
data left in LMS can be accumulated as web-log files, extracted as
valuable information, and finally utilized to improve students’
learning achievement. As a result, a variety of studies using weblog data to predict students’ performance has been conducted.
However, despite the abundant amount of research analyzing a
massive amount of data and controlling student's academic
achievement, it is still challenging to predict student’s learning
achievement in blended learning class which is commonly defined
as an integration of traditional face-to-face and online approaches
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to instruction [2, 3]. In spite of applying the highly complicated and
advanced data-mining technique, it is found that a single algorithm
with the best classification and accuracy in all cases are not possible
[4]. In higher education, there is considerable complexity in its
implementation with the challenge of virtually limitless design
possibilities and applicability [5]. This makes it difficult to predict
student’s achievement by using online learning patterns with a onefor-all prediction model.
Although there is no single framework for blended learning, it is
generally assumed there are several types of blending in practice as
the previous studies have attempted [6, 7]. Therefore, we intended
to develop multiple prediction models to predict students’ academic
achievements according to the pedagogical types of blended
learning. As an exploratory study, we implemented a different
approach for two different types of blended learning, and tried to
confirm the possibility to predict student’s achievement in blended
learning environments.

2. METHOD
2.1 Research Context
We analyzed the web log data of 43 college students of ‘class A’
and 30 college students of ‘class B’ opened in the regular fall
semester in a large higher educational institution in 2013. While the
major online activity in ‘class A’ was discussion forum, the second
class involved a supplemental tool for submitting assignments and
downloading learning materials.

2.2 Data Collection
In both cases, the data source (web-log data) was tracked from the
Moodle. The independent variables for this study were computed
by automatic data collection module embedded in the LMS. Total
log-in time, log-in frequencies, regularities of log-in interval, visits
on boards, visits on repositories were used as independent variables
for both courses. Because there was no ‘number of postings’
variable for B class, the number of postings was used only for ‘class
A’, This work used the Total Score as a dependent variable for each
course.

2.3 Data Analysis
The procedure of data analysis consists of two phases. In phase 1,
we conducted multiple linear regression analysis for both class A
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and B. While the class A showed a linear regression model, for the
class B the linear model was neither proper nor statistically
significant to predict student’s achievement. Hence, as the second
phase, we implemented Random Forest (RF) algorithm to increase
the prediction accuracy.

technique should be based on the considerations of diverse
pedagogical characteristics in blended learning.
Table 1. Comparison of important variables in two cases
Important
Variable

3. RESULTS
3.1 Case 1: Discussion-based Learning
In class A, a blended learning which involves online discussionbased learning, linear multiple regression analysis was conducted,
and this process generated a ‘predictive model’ of the student’s
final score (R2 =.646, F=12.551, p =.000). Only two variables, login regularity and the number of postings in online forum, were
statistically significant contributors.

Case 1
(Discussion-Based BL)
N=43, Pseudo R2= 0.91

Case2
(Lecture-Based BL)
N=29, Pseudo R2=0.70

1

Visits on Board

Log-in Regularity

2

Total log-in time

Total log-in frequency

3

Number of Posting in forum

Visits on Board

4

Log-in Regularity

Total log-in time

3.2 Case 2: Lecture-Based Learning
In class B, a blended learning which involves offline lecture-based
learning and online supplemental tool, we tried to find a model with
a linear multiple regression analysis. However, only the total login frequency was significant, and F-test was insignificant with
pretty low R2 value (R2 =.116, F=1.735, p =.167).

3.3 Random Forest Analysis
RF (random forest) method was tired in both cases to find important
variables. As shown in Table 1, the discussion-based learning
indicated the important variables as visits on board, the total log-in
time, and the number of posting in forum (Pseudo R2= 0.91), but
the lecture-based learning indicated log-in regularity, the total login frequency, visits on board, and the total log-in time (Pseudo
R2=0.70). Here Pseudo R2 was defined as follows.
 Pseudo R2 = 1 – RSS/SST
 RSS = Residual sum of squares
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